
Write your letter of intention(s) for this Liquid Feast and Vision Quest

Take five minutes to sit quietly, take a few deep breaths and allow your nervous system 
to calm down from the busy go go go multi tasking of your life… bring a piece of paper, 
a pen, your Heart and the intention to open to the Universal Consciousness that guides 
us, that is here to serve us, that is here to inspire us.  You may want to light a candle, 
and set the mood of your space as a space of inquiry.  

When you feel you have centred yourself, ask yourself what your intention for doing this 
Liquid Feast and Vision Quest is. You may have one, you may have many. Keep 
listening until you feel connected with the deep space within you that has brought you 
here. This is Soul speaking. Allow the answers to rise from your Heart.  

Perhaps your Heart will pour itself over the blank pages that are patiently awaiting, or 
perhaps your mind will continue to automatically write what ‘should’ be your intentions.  
Focus on the feeling sensation that you get as you write your intentions. If you feel that 
the flow of your intention(s) is very choppy or stuck, breathe deeply again, ask again, 
ask your higher Self to allow you to have access to a deeper level of yourself, where 
your Soul expression lives, and where your Soul Intentions reside. Then try again. 

These Soul intentions are your own, they are private, they are for you to begin to plan 
your road map.  They are for your Heart, your mind, your Spirit and the Universe to 
know which way to draw you forward.  

When you feel complete, read them aloud, allow each and everyone of your cells to 
bare witness to your Soul’s desire and your commitment to your own Evolution.

Please keep your intentions where you can read them all week long.  Re-read them 
often — everyday if you can.  They will become a part of you inspiration for doing the 7 
day Liquid Feast and Vision Quest when the adrenaline rush of oh my god! look at me.. 
I am doing it! is gone… They will give you strength on those days. We all need a little 
encouragement. They will begin to shape your vision with hope.

If you have the time, make a second copy, if not, simply write on a separate piece of 
paper the following words:
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“These are my Intentions.  This is my Soul Dream.  My Heart knows which way to lead 
me now.  As Above, so is Below.  As is within, so is without.  As in Heaven, so is on 
Earth.  I commit. I am ready.”

If you are doing this course in person, bring the second copy of the letter of intention or 
your short version of it, with you for the Beginning of the Liquid Feast and Vision Quest 
meeting.  We will be ‘offering them’ into the Earth, setting our Intentions free into the 
world, nourishing the Mandala Garden and Mother Earth with them and surrendering 
our Heart free to pursuit the emergence of our own potentiality.   

If you are doing this course online, find a place where you can ‘plant’ your letter of 
intention onto the Earth, it could be your backyard, a park, a trail in the forest, it could be 
a house plant! Set the common intention to free your words (intentions) into the world, 
nourishing Mother Earth with them and surrendering your Heart free to pursuit the 
emergence of your own potential. 

Recalibrate your Self alive, one juice, one smoothie, one elixir at a time!
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